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Abstract

Equestrian sports have the highest rates of injury across all sports with traumatic brain
injury rates twice as high as those in football. The goal of this project is to make our university
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association (IHSA) athletes safer by creating an easy-to-use tool that
athletes can apply to evaluate new horses they ride at competitions. The tool guides team
members through evaluation techniques by providing important safety dimensions and scoring
guidelines. An undergraduate majoring in biology with an interest in Veterinarian specialization
developed the diagnostic tool. The tool allows evaluation of movement/quality of gaits, jumping
ability, equine personality, equipment fit, conformation, and rider’s affect. Three different
methods assess usefulness of this tool and suggest refinements. The first method is qualitative
face-to-face interviews with equine professionals who will provide expert information about the
perceived usefulness of the diagnostic tool. The second method is qualitative face-to-face
interviews with English BGSU Equestrian Team (BGET) members to study the personal
techniques used when evaluating unfamiliar horses at shows. Finally, BGET English members
use the tool to evaluate horses at their training facility, assessing reliability and validity, followed
by an online quantitative survey about the tool’s performance and usefulness. This project
contributes to equestrian safety by creating a quick, simple tool to evaluate factors that affect
competition on unfamiliar horses.
Keywords: Equine, Equestrian, Evaluation Tool, IHSA, BGET
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Introduction

As an avid horsewoman, it was easy to discover the challenge all university equestrian
athletes’ face—riding a horse in competitions that they have never ridden before. At Bowling
Green State University, a club sport called the Bowling Green Equestrian Team (BGET), takes
its members to Intercollegiate Horse Show Association (IHSA) shows. Members competing at
IHSA shows ride randomly drawn horses which they usually have not ridden previously.
The first show at which the researcher competed, her coach and team members advised her
to watch all the classes in order to evaluate the horses’ and the riders’ performances. While
watching the different horses and riders show, she was unsure how to begin evaluating a horse,
which she had never ridden. The researcher felt she needed a list to help guide her evaluation of
the new horse. Not only was she uncertain how to begin evaluating the horse, she also witnessed
other riders falling off their horses while competing. This made her concerned about the safety of
showing in IHSA shows.
Equestrian athletes participate in a highly dangerous sport. In 2012, the United States
Consumer Product Safety Commission estimated that there were 66,543 injuries from horseback
riding causing emergency room visits (United States Consumer Product Safety Commission)
moreover, these rates do not take into fact the familiarity of the horse and the rider. The more
familiar the rider is with the horse, the more likely the rider will remain safe due to knowing how
the horse will react in certain situations. Additionally, there is a higher rate of hospital admission
in horseback riding, 0.49 admissions/1000 hours of activity, than motorcycle riding 0.14
admissions/1000 hours of activity (Zuckerman, et al., 2014).This data clarified the fact that
equestrian injuries are more likely to occur than motorcyclist injures. Finally, a study found that
the most common sports-related spinal injuries result from horseback riding, which was 41.8%,
as compared to the second most common, rugby at 16.3% (Boran, et. al., 2011). It is important
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for equestrians to understand the risks that are possible when horseback riding. Knowing the
risks allow riders to be more likely to wear helmets, and to be more cautious when riding,
especially when riding unfamiliar, or young horses.
Taking safety and uncertainty into consideration, the researcher developed a diagnostic tool
to help direct members to evaluate important aspects of horses to increase safety while at IHSA
shows (Appendix A). The backbone of this diagnostic tool was a veterinary journal figure, but
the researcher introduced their own ideas into a similar format (Bussieres, et al., 2008).
Additionally, a 4-H article allowed the researcher to explain the different areas of horse
conformation within the diagnostic tool (Duberstein, 2012). Similarly, other articles were
important in development of this evaluation tool. The shoulder conformation was developed with
the help of an Equus article (Bennett, 2012). There were studies that researched the horse’s
personality. These three studies from Momozawa et al. (2003), Morris et al. (2002), and Wolff et
al. (1997) further developed the personality section. The section about the gaits was developed
due to the researcher’s examination of the book The Horse in Motion (Pilliner, Elmhurst, &
Davies, 2002). Research about saddle pressure helped to develop the section about equipment fit
(de Cocq, van Weeren, & Back, 2006). These additional researches help to develop the
evaluation tool.
In Appendix A1, there are figures and images cited, such as Figure 12, 13, and 14
(Duberstein, 2012). These mentioned are just a few; look in Appendix A1 for the complete list.
Methods
This research project utilized three different methods, which allowed the assessment and
revision of the evaluation tool. The methods used were equine professional interviews, English
BGET member interviews, and a pilot study of the evaluation tool.
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Equine Professional Interviews
Sample. Four equestrian professionals, all who were at least 18-years-old, were
interviewed. Their average experience with horses was 34 years—the shortest experience being
five years and the longest experience being fifty years. Each equine professional had a different
profession, but they all included daily interactions with horses. The different professions
included: veterinarian, trainer/IHSA coach, barn owner, and barn manager. Prior to their
interview, some of the professionals used, and some helped create evaluation tools for horses.
There were two interviews conducted by request with the trainer/IHSA coach. He/she
wanted interviewed twice in order to make sure toexplain him/herself completely. The reason
that this was allowed was because they insisted and also that this interview was very important.
The trainer and IHSA coach had the best idea what the BGET members go through when they
are at shows. This coach also works with the team and so his/her input was very important.
The average length of the interview was 26 min 38 s. The shortest interview lasted 20 min 3
s and the longest being 36 min 45 s. The interviews were conducted from the months of February
2015 to March 2015.
Materials.This study needed items before it was conducted. First, approval from BGSU’s
Human Subjects Review Board was obtained (Appendix B). Consent forms were developed for
the professionals to fill out on the interview date (Appendix C). The researcher obtained approval
from St. George Equestrian Center's (11200 Neapolis Waterville Rd, Whitehouse, OH 43571)
head trainer to have interviews conducted at this facility (Appendix D). There was a developed
list of interview questions created in order to ask how the equine professionals evaluate horses,
what they look for in evaluating horses, and the usefulness of the developed diagnostic tool
(Appendix E). These items were addressed before conduction of the study began.
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Contact. In order to begin this study, the researcher made contact with the equine
professionals to make a date for the interview. The contact allowed the professionals to gain
information about the research project (Appendix F). Table 1 shows the type and date of contact
with equine professionals. The days are the number of days from the previous contact. For the
contact, interested equine professionals would set up a date, time, and location to meet for the
interview.
Table 1: Contacting Type and Days for Equine Professionals (* Means that Interview Date was
Made).
Random
Number
1
2
3
4

Initial Contact
Type
Phone
Email
Email
Phone*

2nd Contact
Days
Type
4
In person
2
Phone
2
Phone

3rd Contact
Days
Type
8
Phone*
11
Text
4
Email*

4th Contact
Days
Type
5

Text*

Interview.The participants received the evaluation tool before the date of the interview.
On the date of the interview, the researcher and interviewee read through and signed the consent
form together. In addition, the researcher informed the professional that the interview would be
audiotaped and transcribed, and they could contact the researcher via phone or email if at any
time they decided they did not want the information collected during the interview to be used
(Appendix C). The participants were given enough time to read through the consent form, ask
questions, sign their names on the consent form, and also review the evaluation tool (if needed).
Following this, the researcher started the interview (Appendix E). The researcher conducted the
interviews by asking questions gently, writing down notes when needed, and actively listening.
Following the interview, thank you notes were handed out that had an honorarium of $20 gift
card to the BGSU Bookstore.
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The purpose of the equine professional interviews was to determine how they evaluate
horses and effectiveness of tool. The hypothesis was that the equine professionals would have
different methods than the BGET members, due to their knowledge in the equine world.
BGET Member Interviews
Sample. There were sixteen current English BGET members, and ten BGET English
members interviewed. This gives a response rate of 62.5%. These members were at least 18years-old. Nine out of ten members from the team rode prior to joining the team. Five members
only flatted in Intercollegiate Horse Show Association (IHSA) shows and the other five members
showed in the jumping and flatting classes. Seven out of the ten members participated in all five
IHSA shows and three members went to regionals.
The average length of the interview was 28 min 7 s. The shortest interview lasted 13 min 1s
and the longest being 49 min 6 s. The interviews were conducted between the months February
to March.
Materials. Before conducting this portion of the research project, items need addressed.
First, the researcher gained approval from BGSU’s Human Subjects Review Board (Appendix
B). Consent forms were developed for the English BGET members to fill out on the interview
date (Appendix G). There was a developed list of interview questions created in order to ask
about the participants’ riding strengths, the horses they work well with, the qualities that they
look for in a horse, how they evaluate horses that they are going to show for IHSA, and how this
affects the way they ride the specific unfamiliar horse (Appendix H). These items were addressed
before conduction of the study began.
Contact. In order to begin this study, contact was made with the English BGET members
to make a date for the interviews. The contact allowed participants to gain information about the
research project (Appendix I). Table 2 shows the type and days of contact with English BGET
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members. The days are the number of days from the previous contact. For the contact, interested
English BGET members would set up a date, time, and location to meet for the interview.
Table 2: Contacting Type and Days for BGET Member Interviews (* Means that Interview Date
was Made).
Random
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Initial
Contact Type
Email
Email
Email
Email
Email
Email
Email
Email
Email
Email

2nd Contact
Days Type
2
Phone
2
Phone
5
Email*
7
Text*
2
Phone
2
Phone
2
Phone*
2
Phone
2
Phone*
2
Phone*

3rd Contact
Days Type
7
Email
7
Email

4th Contact
Days Type
5
Phone
5
Text*

7
7

Email
Email

5
5

Text*
Text

9

Text

4

Phone*

5th Contact
Days Type
3
Text

6th Contact
Days Type
4
Phone*

4

1

Phone

In person*

Interviews.The participants were reminded the day before their interview the time and
location of the interview via text message. On the date of the interview, the consent form was
read through and signed together (Appendix G). The participant was informed that the interview
would be audiotaped and transcribed, and they could contact me via phone or email if at any time
they decided they did not want the information collected during the interview to be used. The
researcher gave the participants enough time to read, ask questions, and sign their names on the
consent form. Following this, the interview was started (Appendix H). The interviews were
conducted by asking questions gently, writing down notes when needed, and actively listening.
Following the interview, thank you notes were handed out that had an honorarium of $20 gift
card to the BGSU Bookstore.
The purpose of the English BGET member interviewswas to determine how university
equestrian athletes evaluate horses at IHSA shows. The hypothesis was that there would be an
overall trend of specific traits which BGET members use in evaluating unfamiliar horses.
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Pilot Study Testing Evaluation Tool
Sample. Out of ten members interviewed, two members utilized the tool and completed
the online survey. These members had one to two years of experience evaluating horses at IHSA
and were at least 18-years-old. The pilot study was completed on March 26, 2015.
Materials.Conducting this portion of the research project required some items to be
addressed. First, approval obtained by the BGSU’s Human Subjects Review Board (Appendix
B). Developed consent forms were filled out on the interview date by the English BGET
members (Appendix J). Approval for this study to be conducted at St. George Equestrian Center,
11200 Neapolis Waterville Rd, Whitehouse, OH 43571, was gained from the owner and trainer at
the facility (Appendix D). Initial questions regarding the evaluation tool were developed
(Appendix K). Finally, the brief online survey was developed (Appendix L).These were items
that were addressed before conducting the study.
Contact. In order to begin this study, dates that the study could be performed were
decided between the researcher and the head trainer at St. George Equestrian Center. Once a date
was determined, the members that completed the interviews were contacted via contact was
made with the English BGET members to make a date for the interviews. The contact allowed
participants to gain information about the research project (Appendix M). Table 2 shows type
and date of contact with English BGET members. The days are the number of days from the
previous contact. For the contact, interested English BGET members would set up a date, time,
and location to meet for the interview.
Table 3: Contacting Type and Date for the Pilot Evaluation Study (* Means Agreed to
Participate).
Random
Number
1
2

Initial
Contact Type
Phone
Phone*

2nd Contact
Days Type
1
Text*
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Methods. The ‘evaluation day’ began by introducing the project, handing out the consent
forms, and talking about the consent rights of the participants (Appendix J). The participants had
enough time to read, ask questions, and sign their names on the consent form. Then the
evaluation tools were handed out to the participants and an explanation about how the evaluation
tool works was given (Appendix A). The evaluation had a last minute revision because the lesson
that the participants were supposed to evaluate cancelled. Participants instead evaluated a horse
that they had just ridden.
The participants used their tools to determine different scores for the horse’s movement,
jumping ability, personality, tack fitting, and conformation. Following their use of the tool, the
participants were asked questions before they left. The participants would be reminded that they
would be emailed an online survey. The members were given an honorarium of $20 gift card to
the BGSU Bookstore.
The purpose of the BGET members using the tool was to determine the effectiveness of the
evaluation tool. The hypothesis was that the members would get the same score when evaluating
the same horses. The purpose of the online survey was to determine the usefulness or the
evaluation tool. The hypothesis was that the evaluation tool was useful for equestrians to begin to
evaluate horses.
Data Analysis
The interviews’ data were analyzed the same way. First, the data was analyzed by
transcribing the audio-tape. Then there were three different coding that were utilized including:
open, axial, and selective. The transcripts were coded by using open coding. Open coding
allowed the researcher to go through the entire document and figure out what topics were given
by the interviewee (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Next axial coding was used which allowed the
researcher to develop how each topic related to one another. Finally, selective coding allowed the
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researcher to find quotes and focus specific topics. Also, when interviewing the researcher
needed to be mindful of many different things. One such thing was that she needed to not lead
the participants on to what she wants them to say (Peräkylä & Ruusuvuori, 2011). The researcher
made sure not to do this by having a planned script, and by correctly phrasing her language.
Before she conducted an interview, she made sure her equipment worked properly, made sure to
choose a comfortable setting, and had open-ended questions (Atkinson, 1998). During the
interview, the researcher made sure that to listen carefully, and guide the interview properly.
Then, following the interview, she made sure to be grateful to the participants because they
contributed to her research (Atkinson, 1998). These were some data coding and methods that
were considered for the interviews.
The data that came from the pilot study was analyzed. The data for this experiment was
collected from the scores that the participants gave in the different sections to provide an overall
score. The survey data was collected from the online answers to the specific questions. The data
did not allow for reliability to be tested, therefore, the data was only preliminary.
Results and Discussion
The results from the different studies were analyzed separately and will be explained and
fully discussed in this section.
Equine Professional Interviews
The qualitative interviews with equine professionals gave many strong results. There were
two different categories of results: topics that the equine professionals thought were important
and evaluations of the diagnostic tool.
For the topics that the equine professionals thought were important, there were two main
ideas the equine professionals included: safety, and the usefulness of the tool.
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Through experience working with many different large animals, it is easily understood that
safety is always the major priority. This is important for BGET members to understand because
there is always the possibility that a horse that the equestrian is acquainted with could spook and
injure them. In the interviews with professionals, a veterinarian explained that a horse is an “800
to 1,200 pound animal that can easily kill you…just by sheer…trying to get away from you. And
if you don’t understand that the rest of this stuff doesn’t matter.” Horses can easily injure the
rider on their back and cause many problems from a fear reaction. Also, if the horse’s
conformation is not sound, then that horse may produce unsafe movement s causing [possible
injury to the rider. Therefore, it is very important for BGET members to examine theIHSA
horse’s personality and conformation, so that they determine the IHSA horse’s movement and
personality.
Professionals felt that this tool would be useful a wide range of equestrians. They felt that it
would be useful for beginners to become organized on how to evaluate the horse. During the
face-to-face interview, the trainer and IHSA coach explained that “it would be very helpful for
less experienced people, so that they have guidance and an outline to follow.”The tool seemed to
give a clear idea of what the member should look for when evaluating a horse. The barn manager stated
“this [the tool] shows you everything that you really should be looking at when you’re evaluating a
horse.” The tool contained all the areas that should be evaluated with horses. It would also be useful for
advanced equestrians in order to remind them of key aspects that need to be evaluated in the horses. The
barn manager explained further that “they [advanced equestrians] might not even remember

something [that should be evaluated].” Therefore, the tool should be useful for a wide range of
equestrians.
Many different categories were mentioned in the strength for improvement for the
diagnostic tool. The strengths that were covered were concept of tool, aspects of horses
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evaluated, and specific guidelines for the score. The trainer and IHSA coach noted that “the
whole concept is very good.” The concept was a tool that was created for the safety of the BGET
English equestrian team. The tool seemed to cover all of the aspects that the equine professionals
deemed important. For all of the interviews, there were no new areas that were suggested that
needed to be included. The equine professionals on the whole liked the scoring method. The
veterinarian described “it [the tool] tells you…a checklist of…what needs to be seen or not seen.
And then when you give this score…it assigns an objective score. So you can have consistency.”
Therefore, the way that the scoring was determined seemed to develop a level of consistency.
These were the strengths of the evaluation tool.
There were many recommendations that were made for my tool but there were five main
recommendations implemented. Arguably the most important implemented change was changing
the scoring system.The veterinarian explained that they “would score it [the horse] based on the
severity of the fault.” Through discussing with the veterinarian and other equine professionals, it
was determined that the researcher needed to change the numbering system in order to include
how bad the fault is for the horse and rider. There were also three categories—acceptable, needs
work, and unsatisfactory—which allowed the evaluator to determine where the horse was
lacking. The next item was the addition of a glossary (see Appendix 1B). The veterinarian helped
the researcher to understand that beginning equestrians may not understand the terminology that
she already understands. Therefore, she made sure to add a glossary of words that needed
defining. Another addition to the evaluation tool was the creation of an App. The barn owner
commented that “if you can put this [evaluation tool] in a not paper form and into something that
is electronic like an app, I thought it would be way handier.” This was a very important idea
because it would make the evaluation tool easier to use, so creating this app in the fall 2015
semester will be my next goal. The equine professionals also explained that there needed to be
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more clarity in the sections about conformation and separating horse and rider. This was changed
by adding an area that addressed the impact the rider had on the horse. Another change to the
consistency of the tool’s categories made sure to include similar words and categories across the
tool. These were changes that were implemented into the tool.
BGET Member Interviews
The qualitative interviews with the BGET members gathered background information for
the evaluation tool. There were three different categories of results: how to evaluate, what to
evaluate, and other topics that they thought were important.
The BGET members explained how they evaluate horses. There are three main ways that
they evaluate IHSA horses—watching schooling, learning on the spot, and conversing with the
horse. All of the BGET members who were interviewed described watching schooling. As a
group, the team members go early to the shows and watch the horses warm up for the day, and
they take notes as a group about how the horse’s work in the arena. There is a major spectrum on
how members feel about going to schooling. One member, who had been on the team for three
years and pointed up this year, said “I take very detailed notes during schooling of every single
horse,” while another member, who also pointed up this year, said “I don’t think it’s [watching
schooling] necessary at all, because I’m not jumping and I don’t care.” While there are some
conflicting thoughts about watching schooling, the entire team has to at least watch schooling
and most members interviewed mentioned that they wrote notes.
BGET members learn on the spot as they are riding the horses. One member, who had been
on the team for three years, explained “I have rode so many horses…that usually when I get on
[an unfamiliar horse], in the first few steps I can be like ‘OK, I’m on so-and-so. Ride it like I’m
riding so-and-so.’” Many members expressed similar ideas. They work with the horse with light
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pressure in order to determine how the horse will react to their presence. This is an important
idea that helps the members ride more successfully.
BGET members determine the personality of the horse by conversing with it before riding.
One member, who had been on the team for three year, explained “I like to officially meet the
horse that I’m going to be getting on.… [and] build some rapport there.” Another member
proclaimed that when he/she first sees the horse that he/she will be riding all he/she thinks is
“that I want to pet it.” In an article written by Wipper, partnerships are built with horses, and the
higher leveled equestrians feel that it is the enjoyment of riding and competing (Wipper,
2000).Getting a connection with the horse is very important for the BGET members in order to
better understand the horses.
The BGET members explained many different items that they evaluate in IHSA horses. The
major items that they evaluate are the controllability, the leads, the personality, the red ribbons,
and the equestrian riding the horse. All of these items are considered in the evaluation tool and
all are important for evaluating in horses. The controllability of the horse was located in the tool
in the sections titled: soundness and/or quality of gaits, jumping, and the personality of the horse.
The controllability is important to evaluate because if the horse is not controllable, then the rider
will have a much more difficult time riding the horse. The rider may be more likely to get injured
with a horse that is uncontrollable. The leads were located in the soundness and/or quality of
gaits section. Leads are important to evaluate because it is a major penalty if the horse is on the
wrong lead when cantering. The horse’s personality is very important to evaluate and has an
entire section devoted to it in the evaluation tool. The red ribbons were included in the
personality section, indicating that the horse will kick other horses. Therefore, it is important to
keep a horse with a red ribbon in its tail away from other horses. Finally, it is important to
evaluate the equestrian riding the horse. This is located in the section titled rider’s effect on
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horse, and it is important because the horses work differently for each rider. These are some of
the major areas in which the members evaluate horses.
The BGET members also included two specific topics that they thought were important—
“the luck of the draw” and jumping being easier to evaluate than flatting. “The luck of the draw”
is an important concept to understand. As one member explained “there is a lot to a class of what
you draw…you can’t compare like this little jumper pony to this big bay hunter….So the draw
has a lot to do with how you are going to do.” Therefore, the horse that they draw can be either
very easy or very hard for them to ride. This is a very important reason for the members to
evaluate the horse before they get on it. Finally, the members thought that it is easier to evaluate
the jumping classes, rather than the flat riding classes. A member said “with jumping it’s easier
to actually…critique a horse than it is with the flatting.” The horse has more influence on the
performance of the jumping course, since it is harder to control the horse in a jumping pattern.
Another member stated that “I like have been riding for so long that flatting just basically feels
like I’m going in for a lesson.” Therefore, the members in the whole think of flatting as not as
difficult. These are the two concepts that the BGET members noted.
Pilot Study Testing Evaluation Tool
The pilot study of the evaluation tool gave the researcher some background information
about how it can be changed in the future and the online survey had some interesting results. This
was determined to be a pilot study due to the low number of participation and the last minute
revision. This last minute revision caused the tool’s reliability to be unable to be tested.
The testing of the evaluation tool allowed an idea of how to run the study next semester
and also allowed me to make a test run of how the evaluation day will go. The on the spot
questions allowed the BGET members to give feedback right away. The members that utilized
the tool determined that it was too extensive for an IHSA show. They also felt that it would be
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helpful for training or using it with a specific horse. They told me that they used sections, such as
conformation of legs, conformation of neck, and the fit and condition of the bridle and saddle,
when they evaluate horses. These provided answers allowed the researcher to get an idea about
the tool right away.
The online survey gave some interesting results.There were four areas of results: clarity,
length, effectiveness, and suggested revisions. The members felt that the conformation, figures,
gaits, jumping, and personality sections were all clear, but the equipment fitting was unclear.
This made the researcher realize that she needed to change some wording in the equipment fitting
to make sure that it is more understandable. Also, the members felt that all the sections were
long, but that conformation and movement of gaits were extremely long. This made me
understand that I needed to create a shorter version for IHSA shows for the members to use.
Next, the members felt that the tool would be effective on someone else’s horse, on their horse,
and on a lesson horse, but it would be only somewhat effective at an IHSA show. Again, this
made me understand that I needed to change the version for IHSA shows. Finally, it was
suggested that I needed to shorten the conformation section. This will be addressed in the IHSA
show version.
Conclusions
The four hypotheses explained earlier were determined to be: hypothesis one—somewhat
supported, hypothesis two—supported, hypothesis three—neither supported nor disproved, and
hypothesis four—somewhat supported. The first hypothesis was that equine professionals would
have different methods, than the BGET members. This is somewhat supported in the research.
The professionals seemed to evaluate horses in similar ways as BGET members, but overall they
considered conformation important to evaluate, whereas members did not think that to be as
important. The second hypothesis was that there would be an overall trend of specific traits,
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which BGET members use in evaluating IHSA horses. This was supported by the research
because each member talked about very similar aspect including: personality, leads, red ribbons
in tail, etc. The third hypothesis was that the members would get the same score when evaluating
the same horse. This was not tested in this tool; therefore, it is neither supported nor disproved.
Finally, the fourth hypothesis was that the evaluation tool was useful for equestrians to begin to
evaluate horses. This hypothesis was somewhat supported with the research. The members felt
that the evaluation tool would be useful for equestrians to evaluate horses that they see more than
once, instead of for IHSA shows.
The evaluation tool had all the sections that it needed, but, in the evaluation, the tool
became too long for use at IHSA shows. All the topics that BGET members use to evaluate
horses were included in the tool, but there seems to be an area that should be changed.
Conformation seems to be a section that most riders don’t use when they evaluate horses on the
spot. Therefore, it may be useful to take out the conformation section for a version for the IHSA
shows. The implications of the study and further research that will be conducted follows.
Implications
There are two different types of implications: overarching and personal implications.
Overall, the evaluation tool was determined to be too extensive for an IHSA show, but it seems
to be good to implement as a training tool. This could possibly increase the safety of the BGET
members when they ride horses in general. The use of the tool may also help increase the
member’s ability to assess horses and riders and the issues that they have.
Personally, this study helped the researcher to develop interview skills, career ideas, and
organizational skills. Before this study, she had never conducted an interview, so she learned
how to actively listen, ask questions on the spot, and interact professionally with peers and
professionals. Developing this research helped the researcher to learn more about different career
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paths. For example, she learned about equine massage therapists, and the sociological aspects of
careers with horses. She also learned the differences in evaluating horses and evaluating horse
and rider combinations. Finally, her organizational skills further developed when making a
schedule for different interviews and keeping accurate files of the different forms used with this
honors project. These are just a few of the many things that I learned throughout this research
project.
Further Research
Through working on this honors project, the researcher has developed a love of research. I
plan on continuing to research this project next fall and spring. In the fall, a launch of the
evaluation study will occur. This will allow the diagnostic tool to be tested for its validity and
reliability. It will also be tested for the additional safety benefits of this tool by testing how many
equestrians fall off in the IHSA shows from a team that uses the evaluation tool versus a team
that does not use the evaluation tool. In the fall, I want to work with someone in the computer
sciences program in order to develop an app of my tool. This app will include a short version
applicable for a show, and a long version applicable for training. In the spring, I would like to
redesign my tool slightly in order to make it more applicable for the BGET Western Team.
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Appendix A: Evaluation Tool of Horses:
Soundness/Quality of Gaits, Jumping, Personality, Equipment Fitting, and Conformation
Angela Barbour
Soundness and/or Quality of Gaits
Walk

Trot

Canter *Only if Cantering

Composite Score Evaluating Gaits
Walk/Trot/Canter Horse
Walk/Trot Horse

Criteria
Nice steady rhythmic pace
Rhythm slightly inconsistent
Rhythm majorly inconsistent
4-beat gait, no limping present, head goes
up/down distribution of weight changes
Slightly lame (inconsistent limp)
Extremely lame(consistent limp)
Proper speed (few aids used)
Slightly slow (slight aids used), or slightly
fast (transition to trot)
Moderately fast (trotting)
Extremely fast (canter) or refusal to move
Maintains steady rhythmic pace
Rhythm slightly inconsistent
Rhythm majorly inconsistent
2-Beat gait, no limping present, head level
Slightly lame (inconsistent limp)
Extremely lame (consistent limp)
Nice, consistent pace (few aids used)
Slightly slow (transition to walk, slight aids
used) or slightly fast (transition to canter)
Moderately slow (walk) or fast (canter)
Refusal to move, or galloping
Maintains steady cantering rhythm
Rhythm slightly inconsistent
Rhythm majorly inconsistent
3-beat gait, no limping present, head moves
with the center of gravity
Slightly lame (inconsistent limp)
Extremely lame (consistent limp)
Nice, consistent pace (few aids used)
Slightly slow (transition to trot, slight aids
used), or slightly fast (transition to gallop)
Moderately slow (trot, continual aids used)
or fast (fast canter), may be 4-beat gait
Refusal to move, galloping fast
Remains in correct lead entire time
Switch leads, counter canters few strides
Counter cantering entire length
Acceptable Score
0-7
0-4

Needs Work
8-19
5-11

Score
0
1
3

Comments

0
3
4
0
1
3
4
0
1
3
0
3
4
0
1
2
4
0
1
3
0
3
4
0
1
2
4
0
1
3
Unacceptable Score
20-36
12-22
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Horse’s Natural Jumping Technique

Speed and Rhythm of Jump
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Criteria
Properly picks up shoulders/knees1
Split Knees2
Hanging knees3
Rounded back4over jumps
Slightly flat back5over jumps
Extremely flat back over jumps
Proper speed for jump
Slightly slow or fast for jump
Extremely slow/refusal or fast for jump
Proper amount of strides before jump
Slightly less or more strides before jump
Extremely less or more strides before
jump
Proper rhythmic pace maintained
Slight inconsistent rhythmic pace
Extremely inconsistent rhythmic pace

Score
0
2
4
0
2
4
0
1
3
0
1

Comments

3
0
1
3

Composite Score Evaluating Jumping

Acceptable Score

Needs Work

Unacceptable Score

Jumper Horse

0-3

4-7

8-17

Rider’s Effect on Horse
Tightness of Reins
*How taut are the reins? *Is the horse pulling on reins? *How
much is the rider’s reins moving?
Balance of Rider
*Where is the rider’s seat located? *Does the rider lean
(especially through turns)? *How is their overall equitation?
*Are their legs forward?
Rider’s Body Control
*Are the rider’s legs bouncing? *Do the hands bounce? *Does
the upper body remain strong? *How tight are their legs?
Maintain Rhythm and Balance of Horse’s gaits
*Is the horse cutting corners? *Does the horse remain in
consistent gaits due to the rider? *Does the horse fall into the
middle of the ring? *How bouncy is the sitting trot?
Set up for gaits
*Does the rider set up for the correct lead at the canter?
Rider’s Emotional State
*Does the rider look nervous? *What class are you watching
(overall experience of rider)?
Rider’s Attentiveness
*Does the rider keep the horse away from other horses? *Does
the rider keep away from the rails?

1

See Appendix A1, Figure 1
See Appendix A1, Figure 2
3
See Appendix A1, Figure 3
4
See Appendix A1, Figure 4
5
See Appendix A1, Figure 5
2

Comments
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Personality of horse
Head Profile

Anxiety Levels

Use of bit

Cooperative Nature with
rider/handler

Reaction to other horses
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Criteria
Ears6 forward, slightly back, or one
forward one back
Ears quickly moving back and forth
Ears pinned back
Eyes7 bright, relaxed
Eyes dull, dozing
Eyes tense, some white seen
Eyes wide, much white seen, scared
Normal head shape
Slight deviance from normal
Moderate deviance from normal
Extreme deviance from normal
Deep breathing8, blowing, or sighing
Increased breathing rates
Very quick breathing rates
Relaxed, may be standing on one foot
Skin fidgets slightly when touched
Legs, body, and head fidgets
Can’t stop moving (side-passing, or
spinning)
Tail relaxed
Tail lifted up, seems uncomfortable
Tail wringing or swishing
Mouth quiet, chews on bit quietly
Hears, or feels horse biting the bit
Opens mouth when riding, shaking head
Refuses to take bit
Quiet, respectful, listening attentively
Moody, seems slightly unruly
Very difficult to handle, seems antsy,
handful for rider/handler to keep under
control (side-passing, spinning)
Relaxed when around other horses
On edge when around other horses
(agitated, antsy nature)
Red ribbon in tail, or tried to kick horses

Score

Comments

0
2
4
0
1
2
4
0
1
2
4
0
1
3
0
1
2
4
0
1
3
0
1
2
3
0
2
4
0
2
4

Composite Score Evaluating Personality

Acceptable Score

Needs Work

Unacceptable Score

Unfamiliar Horse’s Personality

0-6

7-14

15-33

6

See Appendix A1, Figure 6
See Appendix A1, Figure 6
8
Understand that adult horses have a normal respiration rate of 8 to 12 breaths per minute, but this can change for a
short period of time due to excitement (Wood, 2013).
7
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Equipment Fitting
Bridle Fitting

Saddle Placement

9

See Appendix A1, Figure 6
See Appendix A1, Figure 7
11
See Appendix A1, Figure 6
12
See Appendix A1, Figure 7
13
See Appendix A1, Figure 7
10

27
Criteria
Fits perfectly
Slightly snug, or slightly loose
Very tight, or very loose
Leather-perfectly clean
Leather-slightly dirty, and/or dry
Leather-very dirty, dry and/or brittle
No cracks present in leather
Leather has small cracks
Leather has cracks
Stitching perfect
Stitching showing wear
Stitching broken
Bit placed with 1-2 wrinkles at corners
of mouth910
Bit little high (3-4 wrinkles), or low (no
wrinkles present)
Bit extremely high (5+ wrinkles, may
be in pain), or extremely low (able to
slide tongue over/under bit)
Fist can fit under throat latch
Only a couple fingers can fit under
throat latch
Fingers can’t fit under throat latch
Browband fits perfectly
Browband slightly tight, or slightly loose
Browband extremely tight (visible pain)
or extremely loose (not staying in place)
Cavesson2 finger widths below cheek
bone1112
Cavesson slightly low (3-4 finger widths)
or slightly high (1 finger width)
Cavesson extremely low (5+finger) or
extremely high (on cheek bone)
Cavesson slightly tight (can fit a finger
underneath)
Cavesson slightly tight, or slightly loose
Cavesson extremely tight, or extremely
loose
Correctly on back, room for
shoulders13to properly move
Slightly back off shoulders
On the shoulders

Score
0
2
4
0
1
4
0
1
3
0
2
4
0
2
4
0
1
4
0
2
4
0
2
4
0
2
4
0
1
3

Comments
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Equipment Fitting Cont.
Saddle Tree

Girth Tightness

Girth Sores

28
Criteria
Room under tree for proper ventilation,
and pressure relief, fits withers14
Slightly narrow or slightly wide for
withers
Extremely tight (obvious pain) or
extremely loose (obvious large gaps
between saddle and back) for withers
Hand can fit snuggly under the girth
Slightly tight (uncomfortable to put
hand under girth)
Extremely tight (finger cannot fit
underneath, may cause pain), or
slightly loose (can be pulled away from
abdomen)
Extremely loose (saddle slides when
mounted, shifts during riding, etc.)
No girth sores present
Old girth sores (no hair on area) present
Fresh girth sores (seeping) present

Composite Score Evaluating Equipment Acceptable Score
0-7
Unfamiliar Horse’s Equipment
Conformation
Vertical Balance

Horizontal Balance

14

See Appendix A, Figure 7
See Appendix A, Figure 7
16
See Appendix A, Figure 7
17
See Appendix A, Figure 7
18
See Appendix A, Figure 7
19
See Appendix A, Figure 7
15

Score

Comments

0
2
4
0
1

2

4
0
2
4

Needs Work
8-19

Criteria
Measurement from bottom of
chest15 to ground is shorter or equal
to length from withers to bottom of
chest
Measurement below the chest is
slightly longer than length from
withers to bottom of chest
Measurement below the chest is
extremely longer than length from
withers to bottom of chest
Compare the measurements from
point of shoulder16to heart girth17,
and from heart girth to point of
hip18, and from point of hip to point
of buttock19; All are equal sized areas

Score

Slightly unproportional sized areas
Major unproportional sized areas

2
4

0

2

4

0

Unacceptable Score
20-50
Comments
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Conformation Cont.
Weight

Hooves
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See Appendix A1, Figure 8
See Appendix A1, Figure 9
22
See Appendix A1, Figure 10
21

29
Criteria
Spine and ribs are not seen, ribs can
be felt, withers/neck/shoulders
rounded
Slightly thin (outline of ribs visible),
or slightly fleshy (small crease down
spine, ribs feel spongy, small extra fat
deposit on withers/neck/shoulders)
Moderately thin (little fat cover the
ribs/spine/withers/shoulders), or
moderately fleshy (crease on spine,
difficult to feel ribs, medium extra fat
deposit on withers/neck/shoulders)
Extremely thin (no fatty tissue), or
extremely fleshy (large extra fat on
withers/neck/shoulders)
Correct hoof shape20
Slight deviance of hoof shape
Major deviance of hoof shape
Good length of hoof21
Slightly long or short length of hoof
Extremely long or short length of hoof
Hoof angles22same as pastern angles
Slightly steep (club foot) or slightly
flat hoof angles, comparing pastern
Extremely steep(club foot) or flat hoof
angles, compared pastern
No cracks present
Small cracks present
Medium cracks present
Major cracks present
No hoof disease present
Slight hoof diseases present
(founder, abscesses, etc.)
Extreme hoof diseases present
(founder, abscesses, etc.)

Score
0

1

3

4
0
1
3
0
2
4
0
2
4
0
1
3
4
0
2
4

Comments
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Conformation Cont.
Straightness of Front Legs2324

Straightness of Hind Legs2728

30
Criteria
Straight from point of shoulder,
bisecting the knee25, bisecting the
hoof
Slightly deviated from straightness
Extremely deviated from straightness
Straight from the middle of
scapula,26 front of knee, and bisects
the hoof
Slightly deviated from straightness
Extremely deviated from straightness
Straight from point of buttock
through hock29 and fetlock30
Slightly deviated from straightness
Extremely deviated from straightness
Straight from point of buttock, back
of hock, and back of fetlock
Slightly deviated from straightness
Extremely deviated from straightness

Score

Comments

0
2
4
0
2
4
0
2
4
0
2
4

Composite Score Evaluating Conformation Acceptable Score
0-9
Unfamiliar Horse’s Conformation

Needs Work
10-21

Unacceptable Score
22-47

Acceptable Score
0-25
0-32
0-29
0-26

Needs Work
26-61
33-80
30-73
27-65

Unacceptable Score
62-147
81-183
74-166
66-152

Composite Score Evaluating a Horse
Jumping only Horse
Walk/Trot/Canter and Jumping Horse
Walk/Trot/Canter Horse
Walk/Trot Horse

23

See Appendix A1, Figure 11
See Appendix A1, Figure 12
25
See Appendix A1, Figure 7
26
See Appendix A1, Figure 7
27
See Appendix A1, Figure 13
28
See Appendix A1, Figure 14
29
See Appendix A1, Figure 7
30
See Appendix A1, Figure 7
24
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Appendix A1: Figures

Figure 2: This is an example of a horse with split knees. The
Figure 1: This is the ideal knee and front leg position of red lines indicate the forearms, which are separate and at
a jumping horse. The red line indicates the forearms,
different angles and neither are parallel to the ground
which are the same level for both legs and parallel to
(breyergirl, 2005).
the ground (Breed Dutch Warmblood [image]).

Figure 3: This is an example of a horse with hanging
knees. The red lines indicate the forearms, which are not
parallel to the ground. More importantly notice how the
horse's lower legs are not pulled up underneath, as
indicated by the red arrows (Duberstein, 2012).

Figure 4: This horse has a rounded back and
overall an arc to the jump (indicated by red line),
which is desirable in over fences classes
(Lostinfog, 2007).
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2

Key for Figure 6
1.Poll
2.Ears
3.Eyes
4.Cheek Bone
5.Corners of
mouth
Figure 5: This horse has a flatter back and
overall no arc to the jump (indicated by the red
line), which is not desirable in the over fences
class (Healy Racing, 2013).
Key for Figure 7
1. Corners of mouth 13. Hock
2. Cheek Bone
14. Point of
3. Neck
Buttock
4. Point of shoulder 15. Point of Hip
5. Withers
Scapula
Horizontal
6. Shoulder
Balance
7. Knee
Vertical
8. Hoof
Balance
9. Bottom of chest
10. Heart Girth
11. Pastern
12. Fetlock

3
4
5

Figure 6: Front View of a Horse's Head
(Henderson, 2006).

3

5

15

1
2

14

4
6

13
10
7

9
11

8
12
Figure 7: Side View of a Horse (Gatchell, 2015).

Figure 8: Front View of a Hoof. Notice in the before
picture that the hoof angled outwards as indicated by
red lines. The after picture indicates how the hoof
should appear. This is just one case where the shape of
the hoof is altered (Merrow, 2008).

Figure 9: Side view of hoof. Notice the difference
between the three images. The sloping indicates a long
toe, and the stumpy indicates a short toe (McKendrick,
Evans, & Bagley, 2010).
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Figure 10: The Slope of Hoof Compared to the Slope of the
Pastern. a. Indicates a Flatter Slope of Hoof when Compared
to the Pastern. b. Indicates the Ideal, Slope of Hoof the Same
as Slope of Pastern. c. Indicates a Steeper Slope of Hoof
when Compared to the Slope of the Pastern (Club foot)
(Pearson, Huidekoper, Michener, & Harbaugh, 2007).

Figure 11: Front View of Forelegs and Different Deviations from Figure 12: Side View of Forelegs and Different Deviations
Ideal (Duberstein, 2012).
from Ideal (Duberstein, 2012).

Figure 13: Back View of Hind Legs and Different Deviations
from Ideal (Duberstein, 2012).

Figure 14: Side View of Hind Legs and Different Deviations
from Ideal (Yogiwick, 2012).
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Appendix A2: Glossary
Word
2-Beat Gait

3-Beat Gait

4-Beat Gait

Abscess
Acceptable Score
Bottom of Chest
Brittle
Browband
Cavesson

Distribution of
Weight
Cheek Bone
Club Foot
Consistent Limp
Fetlock
Flat Back

Founder

Girth
Girth Sores
Handler

Definition
A gait in which the horse’s limbs move in pairs. In the case of the trot, the
right fore and left hind move together as the first beat, and the left fore and
the right hind move together as the second beat
A gait in which the horse moves with only three beats (or hoof contact with
the ground). For example, the canter moves in a right lead with the first beat
being the left hind leg, the second beat being right hind leg and left fore, the
third beat being the right fore leg.
A gait in which the horse’s four limbs move independently of one another;
an example is a walk, in which the motion is right hind, right fore leg, left
hind leg, and left fore leg. Also a gallop is a four beat gait (the right lead has
left hind, right hind, left fore, right fore)
This is a bacterial infection in the sensitive areas of the hoof, and can cause
swelling, pain, and lameness
This score range includes horses that appear to be relatively reliable the day
of the testing. This horse should not cause any problems.
This is the bottom of the rib cage, right behind the forearm, where the
sternum is located
Very dry and cracked leather that breaks easily
This is the leather, plastic, or nylon piece of the bridle that goes in front of
the ears and across the forehead. It keeps the bridle in place
Leather halter-like piece that is under the headstall of the bridle, and goes
behind the ears. It has a piece across the bridge of the nose and is strapped on
the chin groove.
This is the movement of weight across the body. For example, as the horse
picks up the front feet the weight of the horse moves to the back of the
horse’s body.
This is a bone located on the side of the face under the eyes and above the
nose, which is usually quite prominent.
This occurs when the horse’s pastern angle is less steep than the angle of the
hoof.
This is when the horse does not stop limping around the arena
This is a joint in the horse’s foot that is equivalent to a human’s wrist
This occurs when the horse hollows out its back. Usually, the horse has its
head up in the process. The horse cannot use their powerful back ends to take
themselves over the jumps.
This is a disease in the hoof that has many causes. It affects the horse’s hoof
structure and separates the bone of the hoof and the horse’s hoof wall,
causing an abnormal shape, grooves, growth, and lameness
This is a removable piece of the saddle that connects the saddle to the horse.
It runs under the horse’s stomach right behind the horse’s front legs.
These sores occur where the girth lies. Usually this is due to an improper
fitting girth, dirt being under the girth and irritating the skin, etc.
This person is on the ground with the horse.
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Definition
Hanging Knees
This occurs when the horse is jumping. They are knees that are not parallel
to the ground when a jump is being executed. The horse also has the hoof
and pastern loose and away from the body. If the horse were to catch on the
jump there may be more issues with the horse falling.
Head Shape
This is the different sized ears, eyes, nose, bridge of nose, jaw, etc. that
makes a horse unique. There is a possibility that the extreme shapes may
cause unfavorable personalities.
Heart Girth
This is a part on the horse right behind the shoulder. It goes from the withers
to the bottom of the chest.
Hock
This is the upper joint in the hind leg that is equivalent to the human’s knee
Hoof Angles
These angles can be measured by taking the ground line and comparing it to
the front of the hoof. The hoof angle is the angle that is derived from this
action.
Hoof Shape
This is the overall circular growth of the bottom of the hoof and the structure
of the outer hoof.
Horizontal Balance This is the comparison of three different portions of the horse horizontally.
The first section is from the point of shoulder to the heart girth. The second
portion is from the heart girth to the point of hip. The third potion is from the
point of hip to the point of buttock. All of these portions should be equal for
the overall balance and structure of the horse to be correct.
Inconsistent
This occurs when the gait does not remain at the same speed throughout the
entire ride.
Inconsistent Limp
This occurs when the limp does not remain consistent during the entire ride.
Knee
This is the upper joint in the front leg of the horse that is equivalent to the
elbow in a human
Lame
This horse cannot move without showing visible signs of pain, because the
horse is not walking properly.
Leads
This is based on the horse’s hoof that is the last beat of the canter stride, i.e.
for the right lead, the right fore leg is the last beat of the canter.
Length of Hoof
This is the distance of the hoof seen from a distance from a horse.
Limp
This occurs when the horses does not put the full weight on at least one of its
feet when moving.
Needs Work
This score range includes horses that appear to be having some problems the
day of the testing. This horse may possibly cause problems. Review the areas
where the horse showed some problems.
Pastern
This is the section of the leg that is above the hoof to the fetlock joint.
Pastern Angles
This is the angle measured with a line even to the ground and a line that
bisects the pastern
Pinned
This is when the horse’s ears are flat against its head; its ears look like those
of an angry cat.
Point of Buttock
This is the very back most point of the horse’s back end. There is one on
each side of the horse
Point of Hip
This is the location of the pelvis bone that is visible from the outside of the
horse. It is a budge right behind the back and should not be impeded by the
saddle.
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Definition
Point of Shoulder
This is located at the front of the horse and is the tip most point of the
shoulder, located on either side where the horse’s neck and chest meet.
Red Ribbon
This is found in the tails of horses that are known to kick other horses.
Refusal to Move
This occurs when the horse is not willing to go forward.
Rhythm
This is the fluidity of the movement of the horse’s gaits.
Rounded Back
This occurs when the horse properly uses its back and hindquarters to take
themselves over jumps. Their head is usually down and they have an arc in
their
Saddle Tree
This is the main structure of a saddle. It is the underlying shape and in the
use in this tool, it refers to underneath the saddle and how it is fitting on the
horse’s back.
Shoulder
This is the front muscle group that moves the legs forward
Side-Passing
This occurs when the horse moves to the side with both its back and front
feet crossing sideways.
Split Knees
This occurs when the horse is jumping. Their knees are not at level heights
when a jump is being executed. There is a possibility that the horse could
catch on the jump and could fall.
Stride
A completion of all of the beats that are in a gait when the gait repeats itself
Throat Latch
This is part of the bridle that is connected to the browband, goes under the
jaw of the horse, and holds the bridle together
Transition
This is the movement into another gait which can be either faster or slower
Unacceptable Score This score range includes horses that appear to be relatively unreliable the
day of the testing. This horse most likely will cause problems. Note the areas
that the horse seemed to have the highest score in and keep it in mind when
riding the horse.
Vertical Balance
This is the measurement of the horse’s depth of chest compared to the height
of the horse. The first location is measured from the withers to the bottom of
the chest. The second location is measured from the bottom of the chest to
the ground. The first location should be larger or equal to the second portion,
so that the horse has a large enough lung capacity to be able to be very
active.
Withers
This is the location where the neck and the back meet, at the end of the
mane’s hairline.
Wringing
This is a fast motion with the tail where the horse angrily moves the tail back
and forth
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Bowling Green, OH 43403-0222
Phone: (419) 372–2294
FAX: (419) 372-8306

Appendix C: Equine Professionals Consent Form
Informed Consent Form, Page 1 of 4:
Evaluation of Unfamiliar Horses: Equine Professionals’ Opinions of Developed Diagnostic
Tool and Evaluation Techniques
Person’s name: ___________________
 I, Angela Barbour, am an honors biology undergraduate student at Bowling Green
State University and I am inviting you to be part of a study about how equine
professionals evaluate unfamiliar horses, and whether the evaluation sheet provided
would be helpful. This study investigates your evaluation techniques, especially the
techniques put into place with an unfamiliar horse. You will be asked about the qualities
you deem most important for horses necessary to be evaluated before riding them for the
first time. You will also be asked the techniques that you specifically are strong in. You
will also be asked about a developed evaluation sheet, the strengths, weaknesses, and
what should be added to it in your opinion.
 You are invited because you are at least 18 years of age and an Equine Professional. I
will interview at least four local trainers, veterinarians, and other equine professionals. I
want to interview you because of your expertise in judging a horse’s conformation,
soundness, quality of movement, personality, equipment fitting, experience in matching
people to horses, etc.
 You are invited to take part in a research task. I would like to interview you about how
you evaluate horses, what you specifically look at when you are evaluating unfamiliar
horses, and questions about the developed diagnostic tool, such as the effectiveness about
tools for everyday equestrians, what else should be added, the strengths and weaknesses,
and if there is anything that is included that should not be included. This face-to-face
interview should also last as long as ten minutes and will be scheduled at your
convenience and audiotaped.

 The interviews will be audio-taped and transcribed. Your interview will be audiotaped
and then transcribed into written form. Immediately after transcription, the audiotape
will be destroyed. The transcriptions will not have any identifying information about you
– no names, addresses, or phone numbers. Any information that might identify you will
be changed in minor ways to hide your identity in the transcripts. All audiotapes will be
destroyed by May 9, 2015.
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 I will ensure that no identifying information about you will be released nor kept on any
final products of this study. All audiotapes will be destroyed and no final reports or research
products will have your identifying information. All audiotapes and notes from this project will
be kept in a locking filing cabinet in my locked off-campus apartment. My apartment is located at
The Enclave in Bowling Green. I have three roommates, but all of the audiotapes, notes, and data
will not be accessible to anyone other than myself, as it will be locked in my room in the locked
filing cabinet. The audiotapes and any identifying information will be destroyed securely by May
9, 2015 at the latest. Identifying comments in transcripts will be changed in minor ways to mask
your identity. That said, though I will keep this information confidential, a small chance exists
that someone may recognize your comments or ideas in publications and presentations of this
research because of the relatively small community of the local equestrian professionals across
the United States. I will do my best to make sure that no finding discussed in research can be tied
directly to identifiable information.
 What are the benefits of participation in the study? This will be the first study exploring
equine professional’s evaluation techniques for unfamiliar horses. The different tools you use,
your opinions about the evaluation of horses, and your opinions about what is important to look at
for an evaluation of horses will be useful for research. The research will ultimately create an
organized list of different evaluation techniques that other equestrians could use. Your opinion
will matter in the fact that there is a new perspective that your professional opinion will bring into
the mix when you assess how you evaluate horses. You may benefit by getting a chance to
understand how you evaluate horses, and how others evaluate horses, increasing the likelihood
you will do well with unfamiliar horses in future events. Also, there will be a financial incentive
for your participation in this study.
 What are the risks of participation in this study for you? And what are my responsibilities
to manage those risks or reduce harm? As equine professionals know or have experienced
firsthand, horseback riding is a very risky sport. Therefore, discussing horses with me may bring
back unpleasant memories. Conversing about the evaluation of horses, and your experience may
bring up other difficult emotions. I will do my best to be kind, supportive and listen very
carefully, but if you would wish to speak to a counselor in order to discuss unpleasant
experiences, a counselor from BGSU Counseling Center is available to meet with you if the need
arises. Their contact information is provided at the end of this form. It is also necessary to
understand that the decision to be or not to be included in this study will not have any negative
effects on the relationships that you may have with BGSU or with me.
 You have rights as voluntary participants in this study. Participation in this study is
completely voluntary. Therefore, you may decide at anytime not to answer a question, or stop the
interview entirely. You may also change your mind at any time after the interview. In order to
completely erase any audiotape, transcriptions, or notes that may include your answers to
questions, contact me and tell me that you do not want to part of the study. You solely have the
choice to either participate, or not participate in this study. If you refuse, I will not bother you
about the study again. I will not discuss your decision to participate or not participate with
anyone.
 Results from this study will be used for presentations and publications.
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How to contact Angela Barbour:
Angela Barbour
Department of Sociology
226 Williams Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Cell: 419-271-6010
Email: abarbou@bgsu.edu

How to contact the Human Subjects Review Board (HRSB) at BGSU with any questions about
your rights as a research participant:
Human Subjects Review Board
Office of Research Compliance
309A University Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio
Email: hsrb@bgsu.edu
Phone: 419-372-7716
How to contact the Counseling Center or Dr. Sanchez, the project adviser, if you have concerns
about Angela Barbour or the study:
BGSU Counseling Center
Office Hours: Monday through Friday, 8am-5pm
104 College Park Office Building
Phone: 419-372-2081
Dr. Laura Sanchez
Department of Sociology
226 Williams Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Email: lsanche@bgsu.edu
Phone: 419-372-7252
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Please initial each option that best expresses your willingness to participate:
CONSENT OPTIONS:

_____

I consent to the interview and survey and understand that my responses
will be confidential, but not anonymous.

_____

I consent to have my interview taped.

_____

I consent to have my taped interview transcribed into written form.

_____

I consent to the use of the written transcription in presentations and written
products resulting from the study, provided that neither my name nor other
identifying information will be associated with the transcript.

_____________________________
Participant’s Signature

_______________
Date

I hereby agree to abide by the participant’s above instructions. I have personally discussed the
research procedures and any possible risks with the above-named individual. I agree to destroy
all tapes and transcriptions from his/her interview, if the participant chooses to withdraw his/her
participation, during or after the study. I am satisfied that the participant understand the
information provided.

______________________________
Researcher’s Signature

_______________
Date

Please feel free to contact Angela Barbour at the phone number or email listed on this sheet or on
her business card, if you have any questions about this informed consent form or later about this
study.
Angela Barbour will destroy all tapes and any documents with identifying information about the
participants by May 9, 2015 at the latest.
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Appendix E: Interview Questions for Equine Professional Interviews
Evaluation of Unfamiliar Horses: Equine Professionals’ Opinions of Developed Diagnostic
Tool and Evaluation Techniques
Barbour, Interview guide for first interviews of new members to study
Opening Comments:
Hello. I’m Angela Barbour an honors student researching in the Sociology Department at
Bowling Green State University. I invited you to participate in a discussion about how they
evaluate horses, and about a developed evaluation tool. Thank you so much for being willing to
participate. I will be asking you a short amount of questions regarding the importance of
different subjects important for evaluating horses. This discussion will be used not only for
research interest, but it will help me redesign my evaluation tool.
Because I know you and am conducting this interview personally, I cannot guarantee anonymity.
I can, though, guarantee confidentiality; meaning that no one will know who you are and I won’t
keep any identifying information about you. After this interview, I will write down the recorded
interview, erase the tape, and eliminate any information that personally ties it to you by May 9,
2015 at the latest. At any time you may decide not to answer a question, or to stop the interview.
You may also request to have the audiotape deleted if you stop the interview early. If it occurs
that at a later time you do not want to be included in the study, you only need to contact me, and
I will immediately destroy any records of our conversation and I won’t use any of your
comments for my research purposes.
This interview should take at most ten minutes.
If you have any questions about this study, you can call me at the number on the business card
I’ve given you. Do you have any questions? Okay, let’s begin.
Opening Comments:
Once again thank you for being willing to participate in my study. Here is my evaluation tool,
please take a few minutes to read over my tool. After you read it, I will be asking you a few
questions about the evaluation tool.
Opening Questions:
1. For the purposes of my research project, could you please tell me briefly about your
personal history with horses?
2. For the purposes of my research project, could you please tell me briefly about your
professional expertise in terms of evaluating a horse for soundness, movement,
performance, “fit” with rider?
Transition Questions:
3. What are your thoughts about whether it’s useful to develop an evaluation tool to help
people reflect on the qualities of unfamiliar horses?
Key Questions:
4. What do you think are the strengths of this evaluation tool?
5. What do you think are the weaknesses of this evaluation tool?
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6. What items or categories would you change to make the tool better or clearer?
7. Thinking about how to approach riding an unfamiliar horse, what items might you
include on a checklist that you think are missing on this diagnostic tool?
8. Overall, what friendly advice would you give an amateur or novice rider about how to
approach evaluating and riding an unfamiliar horse?
Ending Question:
9. Do you think this evaluation tool will be effective for everyday equestrians to use to
evaluate their horses? Why or why not?
Closing Question:
10. If you only had three minutes to help a university equestrian athlete at a
competition right after she draws her show horse, what suggestions would you give
her about how to evaluate that horse to help that riding team perform better and
have a safer ride?
Final Questions:
11. What are your views about developing an evaluation tool that university equestrian
athletes can use as they take lessons, train, and compete to help them learn about how to
systematically evaluate horses for soundness, performance, movement, personality, and
equipment fit?
12. What advice would you give me as a young scholar trying to learn more about horses and
humans and their working relationships?
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Appendix F: Contact Script for Equine Professional Interviews
Evaluation of Unfamiliar Horses: Equine Professionals’ Opinions of Developed Diagnostic
Tool and Evaluation Techniques
Initial Phone Contact Script for Interview of Equine Professionals Invitation:
Hi, I am Angela Barbour. I am an honors student at Bowling Green State University and I am
developing my honors project. I am in the Biology Department at Bowling Green State
University. You may also know me as a past member of the English Equestrian Team, or as a
fellow rider out at St. George Equestrian Center. My primary advisor is Dr. Laura Sanchez,
whom is in the Sociology Department at Bowling Green State University. You may know her as
the lady who boards Violet and Renny at St. George Equestrian Center.
I am interviewing equine professionals about how they evaluate horses, and about a developed
evaluation tool. This developed evaluation tool was created by me and includes sections on horse
movement, jumping, personality, equipment fitting, and conformation. The ultimate goal of this
evaluation tool is to be used by university equestrian athletes for the purpose of evaluating
unfamiliar horses. What I want to do now is invite you to participate in a face-to-face interview.
The face-to-face interview will ask you about how you evaluate horses, what you specifically
look at when you are evaluating unfamiliar horses, and questions about the developed diagnostic
tool, such as the effectiveness about tools for everyday equestrians, what else should be added,
the strengths and weaknesses, and if there is anything that is included that should not be
included. The basic research quesetion is how do equine professionals evaluate horses and is the
developed diagnositic tool useful, or need improvement. The face-to-face interviews will help
me learn more about how equine professionals look at evaluating horses and the usefulness of
the developed tool.
The face-to-face interview should last about 10 minutes, including filling out consent forms.
And the interview will be at St. George Equestrian Center. The interviews will be conducted by
Angela Barbour. To thank you for your time, you will receive a financial incentive.
Does this sound like something you would be willing to participate in?
IF YES: Great! When we meet for the interview, we will sign the consent form together. See you
at ??? on this date ???. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at my email
address (abarbou@bgsu.edu) or phone number (4192716010). Thank you for your time, and
willingness to participate with my study. Have a great day!
IF NO: Thank you very much for your willingness to hear about this study. Do you have any
questions for me? Then thank you again and have a great day!
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Department of Sociology
Bowling Green, OH 43403-0222
Phone: (419) 372–2294
FAX: (419) 372-8306
Appendix G: Consent Form for BGET Member Interviews
Informed Consent Form, Page 1 of 4:
Evaluation of Unfamiliar Horses: Techniques Used by University Equestrian Athletes
Person’s name: ____________________________
 I, Angela Barbour, am an honors biology undergraduate student at Bowling Green
State University. I am inviting you to be part of my honors project study about how
riders evaluate unfamiliar horses and the evaluation affects the way the rider works
with the unfamiliar horse. This study investigates your evaluation techniques, especially
the techniques used with an unfamiliar horse. You will be asked about the qualities you
deem most important for horses that are necessary to be evaluated before riding them for
the first time. You will be asked what you think your strengths as a rider are and what
kind of horse seems to be the best fit with you. You will also be asked to describe how
you evaluate the horse that you are going to be showing when you are at an IHSA show.
 You are invited because you are at least 18 years of age and a member of the BGSU
English Equestrian Team. I plan on interviewing as many men and women members of
the English Equestrian Team who will voluntarily participate. You have been selected
because you are an active 2014-2015 member of this equestrian team.

 You are invited to take part in a research tasks. I would like to interview you face-toface about what your strengths as a rider are, which horses you work best with, the
qualities that you look for in a horse, how you evaluate horses that you are going to show
for IHSA, and how this affects the way you ride the specific unfamiliar horse. This faceto-face interview should also last about forty-five minutes and will be scheduled at your
convenience and audiotaped.
 The interviews will be audio-taped and transcribed. Your interview will be audiotaped
and then transcribed into written form. Immediately after transcription, the audiotape
will be destroyed. The transcriptions will not have any identifying information about you
– no names, addresses, or phone numbers. Any information that might identify you will
be changed in minor ways to hide your identity in the transcripts. All audiotapes will be
destroyed by May 9, 2015.
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 I will ensure that no identifying information about you will be released nor kept on any
final products of this project. All of the audiotapes will be destroyed and no final reports or
research products will have your identifying information. All audiotapes and notes from this
project will be kept in a locking filing cabinet in my locked off-campus apartment. My apartment
is located at The Enclave in Bowling Green. I have three roommates, but all of the audiotapes,
notes, and data will not be accessible to anyone other than myself, as it will be locked in my room
in the locked filing cabinet. The audiotapes and any identifying information will be destroyed
securely by May 9, 2015 at the latest. Identifying comments in transcripts will be changed in
minor ways to mask your identity. That said, though I will keep this information confidential, a
small chance exists that someone may recognize your comments or ideas in publications and
presentations of this research because of the relatively small community of IHSA equestrian
participants across the United States. I will do my best to make sure that no finding discussed in
research can be tied directly to identifiable information.
 What are the benefits of participation in the study? This will be the first study exploring
university equestrian team member’s evaluation techniques for unfamiliar horses. The different
tools you use and your opinions about the evaluation of horses and what is important to look at
for an evaluation of horses will be useful for research on a creation of different evaluation
techniques that other equestrians could put in place. This can also benefit the safety of other
equestrians working with unfamiliar horses. Your opinion will matter in the fact that there is a
new perspective that you will bring into the mix when you assess how you evaluate horses. You
may benefit by getting a chance to understand how you evaluate horses, increasing the likelihood
you will do well with unfamiliar horses at an IHSA show. There will also be a financial incentive
for your participation in this study.
 What are the risks of participation in this study for you? And what are my responsibilities
to manage those risks or reduce harm? As all equestrians either know or have experienced
firsthand, horseback riding is a very risky sport. Therefore, discussing horses with me horses may
bring back unpleasant memories. Conversing about the evaluation of horses, your experience, and
about showing competitively may bring up other difficult emotions. I will do my best to be kind,
supportive and listen very carefully, but if you would wish to speak to a counselor in order to
discuss unpleasant experiences, a counselor from BGSU Counseling Center is available to meet
with you if the need arises. Their contact information is provided at the end of this form. It is also
necessary to understand that the decision to be or not to be included in this study will not have
any negative effects on the relationships that you may have with BGSU or with me.
 You have rights as voluntary participants in this study. Participation in this study is
completely voluntary. Therefore, you may decide at anytime not to answer a question, or stop the
interview entirely. You may also change your mind at any time after the interview, and I will
completely erase any audiotape, transcriptions, or notes that may include your answers to
questions. All you need to do is to contact me. You solely have the choice to either participate, or
not participate in this study. If you refuse, I will not bother you about the study again. I will not
discuss your decision to participate or not participate with anyone.
 Results from this study will be used for presentations and publications.
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How to contact Angela Barbour:
Angela Barbour
Department of Sociology
226 Williams Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Cell: 419-271-6010
Email: abarbou@bgsu.edu

How to contact the Human Subjects Review Board (HRSB) at BGSU with any questions about
your rights as a research participant:
Human Subjects Review Board
Office of Research Compliance
309A University Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio
Email: hsrb@bgsu.edu
Phone: 419-372-7716
How to contact the Counseling Center or Dr. Sanchez, the project adviser, if you have concerns
about Angela Barbour or the study:
BGSU Counseling Center
Office Hours: Monday through Friday, 8am-5pm
104 College Park Office Building
Phone: 419-372-2081
Dr. Laura Sanchez
Department of Sociology
226 Williams Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Email: lsanche@bgsu.edu
Phone: 419-372-7252
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Please initial each option that best expresses your willingness to participate:
CONSENT OPTIONS:

_____

I consent to the interview and survey and understand that my responses
will be confidential, but not anonymous.

_____

I consent to have my interview taped.

_____

I consent to have my taped interview transcribed into written form.

_____

I consent to the use of the written transcription in presentations and written
products resulting from the study, provided that neither my name nor other
identifying information will be associated with the transcript.

_____________________________
Participant’s Signature

_______________
Date

I hereby agree to abide by the participant’s above instructions. I have personally discussed the
research procedures and any possible risks with the above-named individual. I agree to destroy
all tapes, transcriptions, and notes from his/her interview, if the participant chooses to withdraw
his/her participation, during or after the study. I am satisfied that the participant understand the
information provided.

______________________________
Researcher’s Signature

_______________
Date

Please feel free to contact Angela Barbour at the phone number listed on this sheet or on her
business card, if you have any questions about this informed consent form or later about this
study.
Angela Barbour will destroy all tapes and any documents with identifying information about the
participants by May 9, 2015 at the latest.
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Appendix H: Interview Questions for BGET Member Interviews
Evaluation of Unfamiliar Horses: Techniques Used by University Equestrian Athletes
Barbour, Interview guide for first interviews of new members to study
Opening Comments:
Hello. I’m Angela Barbour an honors student researching in the Sociology Department at
Bowling Green State University. I invited you to participate in an interview to discuss about your
methods, as a university equestrian athlete, for evaluating unfamiliar horses, especially when
showing at an IHSA show. I will be asking detailed questions regarding how you evaluate
horses; especially when you evaluate horses at IHSA shows. This discussion will be used for
research interest, and for the revision of my developed diagnostic tool.
Because I know you and am conducting this interview personally, I cannot guarantee anonymity.
I can, though, guarantee confidentiality; meaning that no one will know who you are and I won’t
keep any identifying information about you. After this interview, I will write down the recorded
interview, erase the tape, and eliminate any information that personally ties it to you by May 9,
2015 at the latest. At any time you may decide not to answer a question, or to stop the interview.
You may also request to have the audiotape deleted if you stop the interview early. If it occurs
that at a later time you do not want to be included in the study, you only need to contact me, and
I will immediately destroy any records of our conversation and I won’t use any of your
comments for my research purposes.
This interview should take at most forty-five minutes.
If you have any questions about this study, you can call me at the number on the business card
I’ve given you. Do you have any questions? Okay, let’s begin.
Opening Questions
1. Before competing in IHSA, did you ride?
a. If yes, explain to me the style of riding you did.
b. If no, explain to me why you decided to join the BGET.
2. How often do you ride or take lessons each week?
3. How many times have you competed in IHSA shows this season and where did you
compete?
Introductory Questions
As every horseback rider knows, each individual rider has different strengths and weaknesses.
4. What do you feel are your strengths as a rider? Why do you feel that way?
5. What do you feel are your weaknesses as a rider? Why do you think this is a weakness?
It is believed by most equestrians that certain horses are more preferable to ride, than other
horses. The interesting thing is that other equestrians may prefer horses that you do not like.
6. At St. George, which horses are your favorites to ride? Why would you say these horses
are your favorite?
7. What type of personality do you think these horses have?
8. Do you think that there is a type of horse that best suits you as a rider? If so, what type of
horse’s personality matches yours?
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Transition Questions
9. Tell me about a time you had a very challenging ride.
10. What are two things that this ride taught you?
11. How did this help you with your future riding experiences?
Key Questions
Feelings about unfamiliar horses:
At IHSA shows, you have to ride horses that you are unfamiliar with.
12. How do you feel about drawing random horses at the shows?
13. What goes through your mind as you are looking at your random horse for the first time?
14. What criteria do you use to evaluate the horse?
15. How does your coach or other teammates help you in evaluating an unfamiliar horse?
16. How do you feel about the moments before you get on an unfamiliar horse?
17. What do you have to do while you ride that horse to perform well?
18. What will you have to do to be safe while riding that unfamiliar horse?
IHSA Show Questions:
19. Please explain the last IHSA show that you competed in. (Including what class you rode,
how you felt about the horse picked for you, what happened while riding, whether or not
they placed in the classes.)
20. Had you ever ridden the horse before? If yes, do you think that helped your performance?
Why or why not?
21. Did observing the horse help you ride the horse better? Why or why not?
22. Did you think that you correctly evaluate the horse? Why or why not?
Ending Questions
All things considered question:
23. What would you tell a first year member of BGET competing at an IHSA show to look
for in evaluating the horse that they drew?
Summary question:
24. What do you think is the most important thing to look at when first evaluating a horse?
Final question:
25. Do you have any tips that you have learned for evaluating horses that you think are very
important to know?
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Appendix I: Contact Script for BGET Member Interviews
Evaluation of Unfamiliar Horses: Techniques Used by Equestrian Athletes
Initial Phone Contact Script for Interview of English Equestrian Team Member Invitation:
Hi, I am Angela Barbour. I am an honors student at Bowling Green State University and I am
developing my honors project. I am in the Biology Department at Bowling Green State
University. You may also know me as a past member of the English Equestrian Team, or as a
fellow rider out at St. George Equestrian Center. My primary advisor is Dr. Laura Sanchez,
whom is in the Sociology Department at Bowling Green State University. You may know her as
the lady who boards Violet and Renny at St. George Equestrian Center. She is a big fan of the
BGSU riding team and follows how BG is doing in their IHSA equestrian team competition.
This is the first year that I will be studying the team.
I am interviewing team members about their methods for evaluating unfamiliar horses, especially
when showing at an IHSA show. What I would like to do is invite you to participate in this
study by interviewing face-to-face with me.
The face-to-face interview will ask you about your experiences at IHSA shows, your beliefs
about evaluation of unfamiliar horses, your strengths as a rider, and the type of horses that seems
to be the best fit to you. The basic research quesetion is whether equestrian athletes evaluate
similar apects in an unfamiliar horse. The interviews will help me learn more about the ways in
which different equestrians evaluate unfamiliar horses before competition events.
The focus group interview should last about forty-five minutes, including filling out consent
forms. The interview will be scheduled at your convienience on campus or off-campus. The
interviews will be conducted by Angela Barbour. To thank you for your time, you will receive a
financial incentive.
Does this sound like something you would be willing to participate in?
IF YES: Great! When we meet for the interview, we will sign the consent form together. When
are you available? (Set up time and place to meet). If you have any questions, please feel free to
contact me at my email address (abarbou@bgsu.edu) or phone number (4192716010). Thank
you for your time and have a great day!
IF NO: Thank you very much for your willingness to hear about this study. Do you have any
questions for me? Then, thank you again and have a great day!
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Department of Sociology
Bowling Green, OH 43403-0222
Phone: (419) 372–2294
FAX: (419) 372-8306
Appendix J: Consent Form for Pilot Study Testing Diagnostic Tool
Informed Consent Form, Page 1 of 4:
Evaluation of Unfamiliar Horses: A Study Using a Developed Diagnostic Tool
Person’s name: ___________________
 I, Angela Barbour, am an honors biology undergraduate student at Bowling Green
State University. I am inviting you to be part of a study about the use of an evaluation
sheet in order to evaluate unfamiliar horses. This study investigates the use of a
developed diagnostic tool and the usefulness of evaluating unfamiliar horses with this
tool. During this experiment, you will be asked to use the tool to evaluate an unfamiliar
horse. You will be asked to think critically about the equine’s movement, jumping ability,
personality, saddle fitting, and conformation. You will be asked the importance of
evaluating the horse, how you believe the tool did, and to give the horse a score.
 You are invited because you are at least 18 years of age and a member of the BGSU
English Equestrian Team. I plan on interviewing as many men and women members of
the English BGSU equestrian team who will voluntarily participate. You have been
selected because you are an active 2014-2015 member of this equestrian team. I would
like to interview about twenty people.
 You are invited to take part in two research tasks. First, I would like you to be involved
with an “evaluation day” at St. George Equestrian Center. During this time, you will be
using your equestrian skills and the developed evaluation sheet to evaluate an unfamiliar
horse. In this process, you will determine an evaluation score for the horse. At the end
of the day, I will be asking initial questions about what you think about the evaluation
tool. This “evaluation day” should also last about 1 ½ hours and a variety of options for
the evaluation day will be offered. Some of them will be completed during a single
‘evaluation day,’ some will be completed during lessons (which would last about 1 hour),
and a few may be done at shows. This will be scheduled at your convenience. Second, I
would like to give you a brief online survey with questions about your equine experience
and knowledge, how the “evaluation day” went, whether the evaluation tool was
effective, other things that you would involve in the evaluation tool, whether you think
this tool is useful, and whether you would use such a tool in the future. This online
survey should take about 10 minutes to complete.
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 I will ensure that no identifying information about you will be released nor kept on any
final products of this study. All notes from this project will be kept in a locking filing cabinet in
my locked off-campus apartment. My apartment is located at The Enclave in Bowling Green. I
have three roommates, but all notes and data will not be accessible to anyone other than myself,
as it will be locked in my room in the locked filing cabinet. All notes with identifying information
from this project will be destroyed securely by May 9, 2015 at the latest. No final reports or
research products will have your identifying information. Identifying comments in notes will be
changed in minor ways to mask your identity. That said, though I will keep this information
confidential, a small chance exists that someone may recognize your comments or ideas in
publications and presentations of this research because of the relatively small community of
IHSA equestrian participants and St. George Equestrian Center across the United States. I will do
my best to make sure that no finding discussed in research can be tied directly to identifiable
information.
 What are the benefits of participation in this study? This study will be the first study to utilize
the evaluation tool specifically designed for this project, to test the effectiveness of this tool and
whether the use of this tool is important to equestrians. Your involvement in testing the tool can
help to determine the usefulness of the evaluation tool. You may also benefit from this study by
seeing what other people think are important in evaluating horses. Also, you may learn some new
information about conformation of horses which will help your skills as an equestrian. There will
also be a financial incentive for your participation in this study.
 What are the risks of participation in this study for you? What are my responsibilities to
manage those risks or reduce harm? As an equestrian, you already know that horseback riding
is a very risky activity. There will be the use of horses in which you will be asked to evaluate.
While the horses used for the study will be trained horses, there is always the chance that they
may spook. Therefore, it is necessary to understand that there may be some slight risk in being on
the ground evaluating the horse. For safety matters, I will reduce the risk by having a trainer or
the equine’s owner riding the horse(s) during the evaluating period. I will do my best to choose a
horse that will be the least problematic, and have a knowledgeable equestrian around the horse at
all times during this study. There is also the possibility that during this study you may remember
negative memories or have other difficult emotions. In the case that you wish to speak to a
counselor, it is possible to contact someone from the BGSU Counseling Center. Their contact
information is provided at the end of this form. You can decide whether or not to participate, and
this will have no negative effects on any relationships you may have with BGSU or with me.
 You have rights as voluntary participants in this study. Participation in this study is
completely voluntary. Therefore, you may decide at anytime not to answer a question, or stop
participating in the study entirely. You may also change your mind at any time after the study.
Just contact me and I will completely erase any notes or data that may include your answers to
questions. You solely have the choice to either participate, or not participate in this study. If you
refuse, I will not bother you about the study again. I will not discuss your decision to participate
or not participate with anyone.
 Results from this study will be used for presentations and publications.
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How to contact Angela Barbour:
Angela Barbour
Department of Sociology
226 Williams Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Cell: 419-271-6010
Email: abarbou@bgsu.edu

How to contact the Human Subjects Review Board (HRSB) at BGSU with any questions about
your rights as a research participant:
Human Subjects Review Board
Office of Research Compliance
309A University Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio
Email: hsrb@bgsu.edu
Phone: 419-372-7716
How to contact the Counseling Center or Dr. Sanchez, the project adviser, if you have concerns
about Angela Barbour or the study:
BGSU Counseling Center
Office Hours: Monday through Friday, 8am-5pm
104 College Park Office Building
Phone: 419-372-2081
Dr. Laura Sanchez
Department of Sociology
226 Williams Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Email: lsanche@bgsu.edu
Phone: 419-372-7252
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Please initial each option that best expresses your willingness to participate:
CONSENT OPTIONS:

_____

I consent to be involved in the “evaluation day” at St. George Equestrian
Center, to use the evaluation sheet as accurately as possible, and to not
discuss points given to the horse in the course of the experiment with other
participants of the “evaluation day.”

_____

I consent to be emailed the online survey and understand that my
responses will be confidential, but not anonymous.

_____

I consent to the use of the evaluation sheet information and the survey
information in presentations and written products resulting from the study,
provided that neither my name nor other identifying information will be
associated with the notes taken by the researcher.

_____________________________
Participant’s Signature

_______________
Date

I hereby agree to abide by the participant’s above instructions. I have personally discussed the
research procedures and any possible risks with the above-named individual. I agree to destroy
all notes from his/her participation in the study and survey, if the participant chooses to withdraw
his/her participation, during or after the study. I am satisfied that the participant understand the
information provided.

______________________________
Researcher’s Signature

_______________
Date

Please feel free to contact Angela Barbour at the phone number listed on this sheet or on her
business card, if you have any questions about this informed consent form or later about this
study.
Angela Barbour will destroy any documents with identifying information about the participants
by May 9, 2015 at the latest.
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Appendix K: Initial Questions Posed Following Pilot Study Testing Evaluation Tool
Initial questions:
1. What did you think about the tool?
2. Do you think it is useful? Why or why not?
3. Would this help you in the future? Why or why not?
4. When you evaluate horses do you include any of the sections that are part of the
evaluation tool? Why or why not?
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Appendix L: Online Survey for Pilot Study Testing Evaluation Tool
Thank you for participating in this survey. This survey will at most take 10 minutes. Make sure
that you have the Evaluation Tool present while taking this survey as questions will be based off
of it. Thank you.
Q1 How much experience have you had with horses (riding, brushing, etc.)?
 None before joining the team (this is also your first year on the team)
 A little (a year or less)
 Some (1 year to 2 years)
 A lot (2 to 5 years)
 Experienced (more than 5 years)
Q2 Of your previous experience, how much includes time with trainers, or other equine
professionals?
 No previous experience
 A little time with a trainer or other equine professional (a year or less)
 Some time (1 year to 2 years)
 A lot of time (2 to 5 years)
 A good deal of time (more than 5 years)
Q3 How many times have you ridden, brushed, or had a lesson with the horse you evaluated?
 0 times
 1 time
 2 times
 4 or more times
Q4 Please rank the following sections on order of importance when evaluating a horse
______ Movement of Gaits
______ Jumping Ability
______ Personality of Horse
______ Equipment Fitting
______ Conformation
______ Other not included
Q5 Were there any other horse evaluation information that should be included on this evaluation
tool that were not included? If so, why do you think that should be included?
Q6 Were there any sections that should not have been included in this evaluation tool? If yes,
why do you feel that the section should not be included?
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Q7 Choose the amount of clarity that each section of the evaluation tool provided
Very Clear
Somewhat
Neither Clear
Somewhat
Very Unclear
Clear
nor Unclear
Unclear
Movement of
and Proper
Set up for
Gaits











Jumping
Personality of
Horse





















Equipment
Fitting











Conformation











Figures











Q8 Please indicate your opinion of the length of each section of the evaluation tool.
Too Short
Short
Just Right
Long
Too Long
Movement of
and Proper
Set up for
Gaits











Jumping











Personality of
Horse
Equipment
Fitting





















Conformation
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Q9 Please answer the following questions regarding the different sections of the Evaluation Tool.
Do you normally include this section in your evaluation
of horses?

Often

Somewhat Neither Often Somewhat Not
Often
nor Not Often Not Often Often

Are you going to be
including this in
future cases of
evaluation of horses?
Yes

Maybe

No

Did you find this section useful when evaluating horses?

Useful

Somewhat
Useful

Neither
Useful nor
Not Useful

Somewhat
Not Useful

Not Useful

Movement of and

Proper Set Up For Gait

























Jumping



























Personality of Horse



























Equipment Fitting



























Conformation



























Q10 Do you feel that the evaluation tool was an effective method for evaluating the horse? Why
or why not?
Q11 Please indicate the effectiveness of the evaluation tool in different situations.
Very
Effective Somewhat Neither Somewhat Ineffective
Very
effective
Effective Effective Ineffective
Ineffective
nor
Ineffective
At an IHSA
show
Using it on
your own
personal
horse
Using it on a
horse that
you use for
lessons
Using it on
someone
else's horse

























































Q12 If you had the option to use this evaluation tool at your next IHSA show, would you use it?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
Q13 Would you use this tool in the future if you were planning on buying a horse?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
Q14 Did you enjoy using this evaluation tool?
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Very Enjoyable (1)
Enjoyable (2)
Somewhat Enjoyable (3)
Neither Enjoyable nor Not Enjoyable (4)
Somewhat Not enjoyable (5)
Not Enjoyable (6)
Very Not Enjoyable (7)

Q15 Do you think the 'Evaluation Day' was a success? Did you enjoy evaluating horses with your
fellow teammates?
Q16 Did you learn anything new while using the evaluation tool, or while at the 'Evaluation
Day?' If yes, what did you specifically learn?
Q17 What are two things that you would change from the evaluation tool? Why would you
change these two things?
Q18 Tell of a time at an IHSA Show you evaluated a randomly-drawn horse you were going to
show. How did your evaluation of the horse prepare you to ride the horse? Did you have any
trouble with the horse that you were not expecting? Did the horse act different from what you
expected?
This is the link that the survey can be found on BGSU’s qualtrics:
https://bgsu.az1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_e3AhRYBZG2yJrXn
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Appendix M: Contact Script for Pilot Study Testing Evaluation Tool
Evaluation of Unfamiliar Horses: A Study Using a Developed Diagnostic Tool
Initial Phone Contact Script for English Equestrian Team Members Invitation to participate in an
‘Evaluation Day’ or individual days at St. George Equestrian Center:
Hi, I am Angela Barbour. I am an honors student at Bowling Green State University and I am
developing my honors project. I am in the Biology Department at Bowling Green State
University. You may also know me as a past member of the English Equestrian Team, or as a
fellow rider out at St. George Equestrian Center. My primary advisor is Dr. Laura Sanchez,
whom is in the Sociology Department at Bowling Green State University. You may know her as
the lady who boards Violet and Renny at St. George Equestrian Center. She is a big fan of the
BGSU riding team and follows how BG is doing in their IHSA equestrian team competition.
This is the first year that I will be studying the team.
I have developed an evaluation tool that can be used to evaluate horses. I am having members
from the English Equestrian Team test out this tool and I will be asking them their thoughts
about the tool. What I would like to do is invite you to participate in this study by using the
evaluation tool in an ‘evaluation day’ lesson at St. George.
This evaluation tool will require you to analyze a horse by looking at its movement, personality,
equipment fitting, and conformation. The survey after your use of the tool will include questions
about the usefulness, ease, and different aspects about the developed tool. The basic research
quesetion is whether the evaluation tool developed in this study is a useful way to evaluate a
horse. The use of this tool will not only give me a base of the usefulness by showing different
scores that different members got for the same horse, but it will give me some feedback for if
this evaluation tool will be useful for equestrian athletes to use for show purposes.
The ‘evaluation day’ should last about 1 hour during a lesson, including filling out consent forms
and introductions. The ‘evaluation day’ will be held at St. George Equestrian Center, and be
conducted by Angela Barbour. To thank you for your time, you will receive a financial incentive.
Does this sound like something you would be willing to participate in?
IF YES: Great! Would you be interested in being a part of the ‘evaluation day’ or evaluating
during a lesson? When we meet for this evaluation, we will sign the consent forms together.
These times are available (list times that are available for you and for the trainer at St. George),
which is best for you? (Determine a date that works for both of us). If you have any questions,
you can contact me either by email (abarbou@bgsu.edu) or by phone (4192716010). Thank you
for your time and have a great day!
IF NO: Thank you very much for your willingness to hear about this study. Do you have any
questions for me? Then, thank you again and have a great day!

